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Abstract. Previously, projective abelian topological groups

were defined based upon the requirement that free abelian topo-

logical groups be projective. In the present paper it is observed that

a similar definition of projective relative to a functor which has a

right adjoint leads to equivalent results in a much more general

setting. These results are then specialized to the category of topo-

logical groups (with Markov's free functor) for a detailed example.

In a previous paper [l] the notion of projective in the category of

abelian topological groups (T2) was investigated. It is of interest to

analyze this concept in the more general category of topological

groups (T2). Both cases, however, are simply examples of the concept

phrased in a much more general setting.1 It is the purpose of this

paper to develop the concept in this generality and then to demon-

strate how the results specialize to the category of topological groups.

Examples other than this are also listed.

I. Characterization of í-projective objects. For a category C

denote home( —, — ) by G( —, — ). Let S and 9 be categories and sup-

pose that the functor F:S—>Q is left adjoint [3] to the functor

G:g—>S. Let 5 be the class of all morphisms e:A^B in g such that

the function

ç(FX,e):ç(FX, A)^Q(FX,B)

is surjective for all objects X of S.

Definition. An object P of g is ^-projective iff g(P, e):g(P, A)

—>g(P, B) is surjective for all e£3\

Theorem 1. Let eE<3(A, B). Then eE? iff Ge£S(GA, GB) is a
retraction (i.e. has a right inverse).

Proof. Since F is left adjoint to G there is a natural isomorphism

of bifunctors
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n(X,A):Q(FX,A) = S(X,GA).

The following diagram is then commutative.

§(FX,A) >&(X,GA)
v(X, A)

£(FX, e)

q(FX, B)-► %(X]
V(X,B)

S(X, Ge)

GB)

Suppose e£3\ Then £(FX, e) is surjective for all X in S and hence

§,(X, Ge) is surjective for all X in S. Let X = GB and let e'ES(GB, G A)

be such that S(GB, Ge)e' = \gb- Then (Ge)e' = \qb and hence Ge is a

retraction.

Conversely, suppose Ge is a retraction. Now functors preserve

retractions, and S(X, — ) is a functor for all X. Thus all §>(X, Ge) are

retractions in the category of sets and hence are surjective. Therefore

£(FX, e) is surjective for all objects X of S and e£0\

Theorem 2. The object P of g is ^-projective iff there is an object

X of & such that P is a retract of FX.

Proof. Let <fiP = (i¡(GP, P))~ (\0p)EÇ(FGP, P) and <¿GP

= ij(GP, FGP)(lFGp)&(GP, GFGP). Then (G0p)^p = W and
hence G<f>p is a retraction. Then (ppE'S by Theorem 1.

Suppose P is ÍF-projective. Then there is <¡>'E2(P, FGP) such that

g(P, <¡>p)<¡>' = \p, i.e. <pp<j>' = lp. Hence <pp is a retraction and P is a

retract of FGP.

Conversely, suppose rGg(PX, P) is a retraction and r' is its right

inverse. Let e:A—>B be in í and fE£(P, B). Since e£iF, there is

PES(FX, A) such that 8(PZ, e)(p) =fr, i.e. ep=fr, by the definition
of ÍJ. Then epr' =frr' =/, and 9(P, e) is surjective. Thus P is £F-pro-

jective.

11. Examples. All topological spaces considered as 7V

1. Let S be the category of completely regular spaces, and g be

the category of topological groups. Let Gig->S be the forgetful

functor. If X is an object in S, let FX denote the free topological

group on X as defined by Markov [4J. Objects X, X' in S and

a£S(X, X') induce FaES(FX, FX'). We say P:S->g is the free

functor. It is clear that £(FX, A) is naturally isomorphic to §>(X, G A)

for all objects X in S and A in g, so that the functor F is left adjoint

toG.
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Corollary 1. If e£$ then e is an open mapping.

Corollary 2. A topological group P is ^-projective iff there is a free

topological group FX, a continuous injection a:P^>FX, and a closed

normal subgroup H of FX, all subject to the following conditions:

(a) a[P]-H=FX;

(b)a[P]r\H={id};
(c) if U is open in P then a [U] -H is open in FX;

(d) a[P] is a closed subset of FX.

Observe that by Theorem 1, e£iF is equivalent to the existence of

a continuous cross-section for e. This means that e is open and thus

we have Corollary 1. We note that, as a consequence of this corollary,

each projective in g as defined by Hof mann [2] is ï-projective. The

conditions (a)-(d) of Corollary 2 are known to be equivalent to P

being a retract of FX in g. Thus Corollary 2 is an immediate conse-

quence of Theorem 2.

In connection with this example, it should be observed that results

analogous to Theorem 2, Corollary 1, and Corollary 2 in [l] are also

valid in the category g.

Many other examples of the results in §1 exist. We now list some

of these.

2. S = category of sets, g = category of [abelian] groups, G = forget-

ful functor, P=free functor.

3. S = category of completely regular spaces, g = category of com-

pact spaces, G = forgetful functor, F = Stone-Cech compactification.

4. S = category of sets, g = category of commutative rings (with

unit), G = forgetful functor, F=free functor (i.e. FX = polynomial

ring Z[X] in the set X of indeterminates).

5. S = g = category of sets, G = S(S, -), F = SX-.
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